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Harnessing technology
and innovation

Ian Suckling

Former General Manager at
Granny Smith, Ian is now
VP: Technical for the Australia
Region.

My goal

… improving how we
apply the technical
talent and experience
of the Operations Support
team to assist the operations.
We’ll also continue improving
efficiencies, raising
standards, and pursuing
innovations across
the Region.”

Praise for South
Deep’s cyanide
management
After recently visiting South Deep, Board members of the
International Cyanide Management Institute (ICMI) commended
the mine on its exceptional commitment to the Cyanide Code.
They credited Stephen Joseph, Head of Metallurgy, and his team for
their knowledge and expertise in managing cyanide on site. ICMI Board
Member Peter O’Connor especially highlighted their proactive “above
and beyond” actions to prevent employees from coming into contact
with cyanide. Having an ambulance on standby, and clear roles and
responsibilities were some of the good practice examples he noted.
Stephen comments that the team strives for continuous improvement:
“I believe that all team members are aligned to the vision of having
safe working conditions. We also ensure that each employee is
held responsible and accountable for their safety and that of their
colleagues.”

Some of South Deep’s practices and
protocols stood out as exceptional.”
Paul Bateman, ICMI Chairman and CEO

This was one of the best, if not the best,
gold plants I have visited.”
Michael Rae, ICMI Board Member

Enhancing capital
management

Matthew Hochen

New to Gold Fields, Matthew
brings 20 years of experience to
his role as VP: Capital Projects in
the Technical & Innovation team.

My goal

… improving the
Group’s capital
efficiency by
enhancing our capital
management tools and
frameworks, and developing
the capabilities of our people
to develop and deliver
projects.”
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Japhtha Sehume with team members William Tinane and
James Msindidi who work in the Cyanide Offloading Area.

